Christmas Gift Ideas

Up to $15
Great Ideas For
Everyone On Your List
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1. 7694
2. 7702
Hypnos Music Control Earbuds Erg Power Bank

3. 9674WH
IT Travel Kit

The Hypnos earbuds have a built in
music control and mic, a feature that
is hard to find in earbuds in this price
range. This allows you to take a call and
change the music without touching
your phone or tablet. These earbuds
will quickly become your favourite
earbuds due to the features, comfort,
and sound quality. The Hypnos music
control earbuds come with a storage
pouch. 125cm in length.

Neatly packaged in a hard plastic
container this set is comprised of
earbuds, stylus pen, cleaning cloth,
USB cable with Micro USB, USB-C &
lightening adapters.

With a 4,000 mAh Grade A Li-ion battery
and a 5V/1A output the Erg Power bank is
a great power supply for your smartphone. LED indicator lights show you how
much power is left in the battery backup.
Supplied in a white folded box with clear
window and packed with a 3-in-1 cable
which can recharge the battery or used
to charge your mobile device. Available in
3 colours.

4. 1358BK
LCD e-Writing &
Drawing Tablet
Go paperless! This portable
4.4 inch LCD e-Writing and
Drawing Tablet offers a unique
writing experience. You can
use the included plastic stylus
or your finger to write. No
need to look for a pen or
paper again.
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1. 4282WD
Wine Bottle Glass Carrier
Miller wine butler. This wine butler makes carrying and serving
your favorite wine with glasses easy. Suitable for different bottles
and sizes of glasses, such as champagne, sparkling cider, port
etc. Wine and glasses are not included.

2. 1040BK
Spidey 8-in-1 Screwdriver Flashlight
Get your senses ready for this 8-in-One Screwdriver Flashlight.
Perfect to keep around the house, this tool has 1 LED light, 3
Phillips head, 3 Flat head, and a small eye glass tool with screw
on cap. 3 AAA batteries included.

3. 4283BK
Fero Opener
Fero bottle opener and chalkboard. Open your favorite drink!
Opener with blackboard to write your message. Easy to hang
on the wall.

4. 5130BK
Double Bottle Carrier
6

Made from black neoprene material.
The most compact way to carry.

5. 794WD
3 Piece Cheese Set
This handy 3 piece cheese set is elegantly
presented in a cardboard gift box.

6. 4280BK
Two Bottle Insulated Wine
Cooler & Carrier

5

Beautifully finished with a modern stylish
look. Made from washed wrinkled polyester
with white PEVA insulated material inside.
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1. 487SL
Puzzle Set
Challenge yourself with these four brain
teaser puzzles packed in a tin with
foam insert.

2. SE1427
Seasons Lunar Scented Candle
A must have for every home. Exclusive scented
candle in a glass jar with a light fragrance. Burn
time of the candle is approximately 30 hours.
Presented in a Seasons gift box. Available in 2
colours.

3

3. 8904SL
Silver Compact Mirror
Polished silver nickel finish compact mirror with
velvet pouch. Supplied in a two part gift box.

4. SE1425WH
Seasons Greenport Photo Frame

4

Treasure precious moments in your favourite photo
frame. The frame can be used in a standing position
or attached to any wall in your house and holds a
10 x 15cm picture. Presented in a Seasons gift box.

5. 2698BK
Cinema Light Box
The Cinema Light Box lets you create your own message
with this decorative light box. It includes 60 letters and
symbols and an On/off switch located on the side of light
box. Includes 3x AAA batteries and white gift box.

6. 4285BK
Plastic & Wheat Straw Lunch Box
Pack your food in style with the plastic and wheat straw
lunch box. This item features a tray to keep your food
separated and a locking lid with handles for carrying.
Made of 30% Wheat Straw + 70% polypropylene.
Dishwasher and Microwave Safe.

6
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1. 9200BK
Travel Wallet
Manufactured in imitation leather
with peach skin interior.

1

2

2. 9115BK
Travel Wallet
Zippered travel wallet made from black
koskin material with grey EVA interior.
Includes internal pockets and sections
for business cards.

3. 1376BK
Travel Comfort Set
The perfect travel mate in clear plastic zip pouch with
contrast stitching and a large black PU patch. Comfort
travel set includes neck pillow, eye mask, and ear plugs.

3
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1. 5047
Zippered Laminated Canvas
Tote Bag

2. 5158
Capri Stripes Cotton Tote

3. 5185
The Tornado Deluxe
Backpack

4. 5180NA
Laminated Jute Cooler Bag

Made with nautical rope handles,
canvas and dyed jute material.
Available in 2 colours.

Show your stripes with this sturdy
nautical tote, perfect for the beach
or getting around on the weekend.
Open main compartment. Soft
cotton rope handles and graphic silk
screen print make this tote stand
out. 10 inch handle drop height.
Available in 3 colours.

Features a large main zippered
compartment, a zippered front
compartment and a side mesh
pocket. The double adjustable
shoulder straps make carrying
comfortable and convenient.
Available in 4 colours.

Manufactured from natural jute
this bag is laminated with foil
insulating material. With it’s large
capacity it makes the perfect
shopping companion.
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1. 4078
Neo Vacuum Insulated Cup

5

Features double-wall construction, is vacuum
insulated and includes a press-on lid for easy
use. It’s the perfect accessory for wine and
keeps drinks hot for 5 hours and cold for 15
hours. 295ml capacity. Available in 4 colours.

2. 4199SL
Thermal Travel Mug
Double walled stainless steel.
400ml capacity.

2

3. 4031SL
Polished Stainless Steel Mug
Polished stainless steel mug with handle.
450ml capacity.

4

4. 8820
Silver Plated Flat Top Bottle Stopper
Flat top metal/nickel plated bottle stopper
perfect for all types of wines.

5. 4080
Enamel Metal Cup
Enjoy a refreshing drink at the campsite, BBQ
or picnic with this impact-resistant enamel
mug. Durable enamel-look finish. Rolled rim for
sipping comfort. Please note these mugs are
made by hand and have small imperfections
that give them character. 470ml capacity.
Available in 2 colours.
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FIGHTING THE WAR OF WASTE

4027
Ceramic Coffee Mug
Stylish double walled white ceramic mug to
keep your coffee warm. With coloured silicone lid and band. Double wall ceramic mug
to keep your coffee warm with a silicone
lid with sipper hole and silicone grip. 300ml
capacity. Available in 3 colours.

CC1002
Carry Cup Glass
Glass coffee cup with push down
PE lids and silicone bands available
in a range of colours. Available in 6
colours or mix-and-match lids and
sleeves in up to 36 combinations.

4030
Ceramic Mug with Silicone Lid
Double walled with white silicon lid. 250ml
capacity. Available in 3 colours.
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4177
New Sherpa Vacuum Tumbler &
Insulator
Features double-wall construction and is
vacuum insulated with a clear, press-on lid
with slide closure. It also works well as a
tumbler or drink insulator. 325ml capacity.
Available in 7 colours.

4082
Guzzle Stainless Sports Bottle
Stainless Sports Bottle features single-wall construction
and stainless steel screw-on lid. 825ml capacity.
Available in 4 colours.

4100
Silo Single Wall Stainless Steel
Bottle
Stainless steel, single-wall construction.
Painted gloss finish and stainless steel
screw-on lid. BPA Free. 700ml capacity.
Available in 5 colours.
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4092
Loki Aluminium Sports Bottle
Features a trendy, solid matte color appearance with
single-wall construction. Lid has a flip nozzle for easy
drinking and comfort handling loop 830ml capacity.
Available in 3 colours.

4094
Hudson Auto Lock Tritan Sport Bottle
The Hudson Auto Lock Tritan Sport Bottle 740ml is BPA free, shatter,
stain, and odor resistant and features a screw-on lid and a thumb
press button for easy opening. Lid features a comfortable handling
loop with a pop of color. It has a large opening for easy cleaning and
filling Available in 2 colours.

4196
Drink Bottle
Modern design 600ml red drink bottle with unique sipper
screw top and internal straw for easy use. 600ml capacity.
Available in 3 colours.

4043
Fox Sports Bottle
Modern design bottle with twist-on spill
resistant lid. Shatter, stain and odour
resistant. Wide mouth opening
for easy cleaning and filling.
900ml capacity. Available
in 2 colours.
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1. 4185
Performance Stainless Sports Bottle
Single-wall construction. Screw-on, spill-resistant lid with
flip-top drinking spout. Side finger grips for handling ease.
Hand wash only. 740ml capacity. Available in 2 colours.

2. 4198
Sleeve Glass Drink Bottle with Stainless Steel Lid
This single walled glass sports bottle comes with an outer
silicone sleeve for protection. BPA free sipper. 500ml capacity.
Available in 2 colours.

3. 4197
Sleeve Glass Drink Bottle with Sipper
This single walled glass sports bottle comes with an outer
silicone sleeve for protection. BPA free sipper. 600ml
capacity. Available in 2 colours.
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1. 697BK
Carbon Fibre Rollerball Pen
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This popular roller ball carbon fibre pen has
a delightful woven patterned fabric captured
under the glass. With gloss black and silver
finish. Supplied with Black ink.

2. 698BK
Carbon Fibre Ballpoint Pen
This popular ballpoint carbon fibre pen has a
delightful woven patterned fabric captured
under the glass. With gloss black and silver
finish. Supplied with Black ink.

3. 670SL
Berlin Twist Action Metal Ball Pen
Metal ball point pen with matte silver finish with
shiny silver accents. Supplied with Black ink.

4. 671SL
Berlin Lid Top Rollerball Pen
Matte Silver finish with shiny silver accents.
Supplied with Black ink.

5. 672BK
Berlin Twist Action Metal Ball Pen
Twist action metal ball point pen in black
with shiny silver accents. Supplied with
Black ink.

6
6. SC1019SL
Scriptura Ballpoint Pen
Exclusively designed twist type ballpoint
pen. Packed in a Scriptura giftbox and
supplied with black ink.The silver has a
matte finish, the black a gloss.

7. SC1013SL
Scriptura Hercules Ballpoint Pet
Exclusive design, light weight metal
ballpoint in a matte brushed silver with
chrome coloured details and a scriptura clip.
Premium swiss quality black refill. Packed in
a Scriptura box.

7
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MM1006
Marksman Alpha Notebook
This exclusive design notebook has 96 sheets
(100gsm) lined paper, an elastic closure and
3 page dividers which can be used as marker
or section identifiers. The Alpha also includes
an inner pocket at the back to store notes
and business cards and a pen loop attached
on one of the page dividers. Packed in a
Marksman gift box. Leather paper covered
cardboard.

A1010
3 in 1 Tech Desktop Set
This 3-in-1 desk set is perfect for any
desk. It includes a pen cup, stylus &
screen cleaner. Made from ASB plastic.
Available in 2 colours.

JB1026
Geo Notebook and Pen Set
Geometric debossed pattern on both
the notebook and pen is a classy
look for any logo. The notebook has
a back envelope for storage, grey
elastic band, pen loop and page
marker gives a classy look. The
matching geometric ballpoint pen
has a flat front clip, perfect for
decorating with a corporate logo.
Both items are supplied in a two-part
gift box which can be decorated.
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Christmas Gift Ideas

$15 to $20
Great Ideas For
Everyone On Your List

PB1002
Abruzzo 4000 mAh Powerbank
7794BK
Paramount 3-in-1 Fabric
Charging Cable

This 4,000 mAh Lithium Polymer Grade A battery features
Input: 5V/1000 mA; Output: 5V/2100 mA. Supplied in a
white folded box with clear window and packed with a 3-in-1
cable which can be used to recharge the battery or your
mobile device. Available in 2 colours.

The Paramout 3-in-1 Fabric
Charging Cable includes
a USB type C adapter
and 2-in-1 dual compatible
adapter for both Apple iOS
and Android devices. It is 110
inches long with a PU strap to
wrap the cable. Supports charge of
2A current and data
transfer. Not compatible with iPad
Pro. Packed in a retail gift box.

GIFT1004
Power Pen Combo
GIFT1006
Gift Set

Each Combo is available in Black,
Blue, Red & Silver. Presented in
a custom made 2 piece gift box
with foam insert this combo is an
impressive and practical gift.

Each set is available in Black, Blue, Red and
Orange and can be purchased as a set or as
individual items. When purchased as a set they
are presented in a custom made 2 piece gift
box with foam insert for the presentation of
each item.

Includes:
7701 Jolt Charger
627 Grobisen Series Twist Action Pen
3-in-1 Cable

Includes:
9196 Ambassador Bound JournalBook
4101 The Nash Pen

GIFT1007
Gift Set
Available as indivudal items or as a set. When
purchased as a set they are presented in a
custom made 2 piece gift box with foam insert
for the presentation of each item.
Includes:
JB1001 Colour Pop JournalBook
4101 The Nash Pen
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1. 7810
Picnic Rug

1

This folding rug has a Velcro closure with pocket on
the front flap, a carry handle, foam lining and water
resistant PVC backing. Available in 2 colours.

3. SB1009
Auto Open Colorised Fashion Umbrella
46’’ canopy arc, automatic opening umbrella.
Colorised features include a classic crooked
handle, safety tips, and fiberglass frame.
Available in 4 colours.

2. 1425NTWH
Marble and Bamboo Coaster
This chic four piece coaster set is crafted
from marble and bamboo. The coasters are
square with rounded corners. These on trend
coasters are perfect for the home or office.

2

3
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1. AZ1008
Arctic Zone® Foldable
Insulated Shopping Tote

2. EL008BK
Elleven™ Car Boot Organiser

Large main zippered compartment holds up
to 30 cans. 11 inch handle drop height. Ultra
Safe leak-proof PEVA lining. Collapses for
easy storage. Available in 2 colours.

The perfect accessory for the car boot. This
exclusive design includes a removable Tech Trap
elastic organiser that can be removed for one
large pocket or inserted to create two pockets.
Velcro strips on the bottom secure to car floors
and carpets. Collapsible metal support system
can fold flat for storage.

3. 4226
Two Bottle Wine Cooler
This two bottle black and white carrier
is insulated and is manufactured from
6000D woven polyester. Available in 2
colours. Comes with shoulder strap and
pocket at the front for storage. Removable
internal divider to protect bottles.
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1. EL010BK
Elleven™ JetSetter Travel
Wallet
Take storage and organisation to a
whole new level for any Jetsetter
Features a quick storage passport
slot, four slotted pockets for credit
cards, mesh ID holder, zippered coin
pocket, pen holder, slotted pocket
for boarding pass, and a Tech Trap
area for a Smartphone, USB Memory,
or other item.

2. 8811SL
Nickel Plated Photo Frame

4. 1800BK
Travel Set

5. TK1011GY
Trekk™ Journal Book

This smart and simple designed
photo frame with its nickel plating
finish. Holds photo size 90mm x
140m. Can stand either landscape
or portrait.

The perfect travel companion.
Comes in a durable PVC case
with luggage scales, luggage tag,
luggage lock, eye mask and ear
buds.

Manufactured from on-trend grey
Polyester and contrasted with black
PU and Nylon materials this A5
journal is the perfect tool to keep
handy for all your notes. It is
supplied with a replaceable 80
page ruled pad, has a magneti
snap button closure, pockets for
your business cards and a pen loop.

3. 1386BK
First Aid Kit
31 piece first aid kit packed in deluxe
black PU pouch with silver zipper,
this first aid kit is easy to keep handy
for any occasion.
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TK1033BK
Flare Telescopic LED Flashlight
Push button on/off. 3 LED retractable
telescopic flashlight with magnet head.
4 button cell batteries included.

TK1021BK
Trekk Bottle Opener Torch
Platinum coated LED torch with 3 lighting modes
and rear can opener feature. Supplied with three
AAA batteries and comes in a hinged gift box with
foam insert.

TK1005BK
Trekk™ Torch with Compass
This aluminium torch has a powerful single LED, a handy compass
and wrist strap. Presented in a Trekk gift box with a carry pouch
this torch has a 1W bulb and is supplied with 3 x AAA batteries.
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5170
Chill Out 36 Can Cooler
Zippered main compartment holds 36 cans.
Easy access front pocket. Insulated leak proof
PEVA lining. Main compartment capacity is
approximately 25 litres. Available in 2 colours.

4262
Insulated Cooler Bag
Stylish grey and white striped bag made from 600D woven polyester. This bag is fully
insulated, heat sealed and is perfect for keeping food and beverages cool and fresh on
a summers day. Drop handle height 300mm. Available in 4 colours.

5171
Party Cooler
The perfect cooler for your next party. Large open insulated main
compartment. Double grab handles and metal bottle opener
included. Main compartment capacity is approximately 44 litres.
Available in 3 colours.
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1. 4075
Thor Copper Vacuum
Insulated Bottle
Durable, double-walled 18/8 stainless
steel vacuum construction with
copper insulation, which allows your
beverage to stay cold for 48 hours
and hot for at least 12 hours. Copper
plated internal wall for ultimate
conductivity. 650ml capacity.
Available in 4 colours.

2. 4072
Duke Copper Vacuum Insulated
Sleek and stylish drink bottle is double
wall 18/8 grade stainless steel with
vacuum insulation. Inner wall is plated
with copper for ultimate conductivity to
keep drinks hot for 12 hours and cold for
48 hours. Capacity 470ml. Available in
2 colours.

3. 4085
Vasa Copper Vacuum
Insulated Bottle
Double wall 18/8 grade stainless steel
with vacuum insulation. Inner wall
is plated with copper for ultimate
conductivity to keep drinks hot for 12
hours and cold for 48 hours. 500ml
capacity. Available in 2 colours.

4

3

4. 4070
Copper Vacuum Insulated Bottle
Eco friendly drink bottle is double wall
18/8 grade stainless steel with vacuum
insulation. Inner wall is plated with copper
for ultimate conductivity to keep drinks
hot for 12 hours and cold for 48 hours.
500ml capacity. Available in 5 colours.
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Mix-n-Match to create colourful drinkware.
White and Black bottles can be matched with 7 different
lid colours to create your own unique bottle.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Choose your bottle colour

Choose your lid colour

Unique bottle created

Black

Blue

Gold

Orange

Pink

Red

White

4087
Copper Vacuum Insulated Bottle
Eco friendly drink bottle is double wall 18/8 grade stainless
steel with vacuum insulation. Inner wall is plated with copper
for ultimate conductivity to keep drinks hot for 12 hours and
cold for 48 hours. 500ml capacity. Avalable in 7 colours.

COPPER INSULATION
No air between inner & outer
walls + copper plated inner wall
* Hours indicated may vary depending
on item construction, material, ambient
conditions and use.
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1. 4090
Corzo Copper Vac Insulated Cup
Enjoy your drink at any moment! Durable, double-wall 18/18
stainless steel vacuum construction with copper insulation,
which allows your beverage to stay cold for 24 hours and hot for
at least 6 hours. The construction also prevents condensation
on the outside of the tumbler. Perfect accessory for wine. Easy
sipping, push-on lid. Wide opening for comfortable filling and
pouring. Durable powder spray color. 350ml capacity Available in
3 colours.

2. TK1025BK
Trekk Double Walled Drink Bottle

3

Made from stainless steel this double walled drink
bottle is BPA free, has a exterior painted surface,
and a twist top lid. 600ml capacity.

3. 4073
K Mini Copper Vacuum Insulated Tumbler
Part of our Bold Geometry trend collection this style is
defined by angles that create a great tactile and visual
experience. Double-walled vacuum construction with
copper insulation. Keeps drinks hot for 8 hours and
cold for 24 hours. Compact design fits easily under
most single cup or K-cup coffee makers as well as in all
standard cup holders. Lid is BPA Free. 410ml capacity.
Available in 3 colours.
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1. TK1026
Trekk Double Walled Tumbler

Made from stainless steel this double walled
tumbler is BPA free, has a painted exterior
finish and a flip top lid. 300ml capacity.
Available in 2 colours.

2. 4086
Glacier Copper Vacuum Tumbler
Double-wall vacuum construction with copper
insulation. Keeps drinks hot for 8 hours and
cold for 24 hours. The construction also
prevents condensation on the outside of the
tumbler. Compact design fits easily under
most single cup or K-cup coffee makers as
well as in all standard cup holders. Easy
sipping, push-on lid with slide closure.
300ml capacity. Available in 3 colours.

3. 4088
Rosa 170ml Vacuum Champagne
Flute
Featuring double-wall construction the Rosa
is vacuum insulated and includes a press-on
lid for easy use. It’s the perfect accessory for
beverages and keeps drinks hot for 5 hours
and cold for 15 hours. Hand wash only and
follow any included care guidelines. 170ml
capacity. Available in 2 colours.
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5042
Beswick Sports Bag
This sports bag has a large capacity perfect for any sports event.
Manufactured from 12oz canvas. Available in 3 colours.

5064
Premium Heavy Weight Cotton Boat Tote
Great for outdoor events and travel. Classic boat tote shape in heavy
weight and sturdy material. Open main compartment. Open front
pocket. 305mm handle drop height. Available in 3 colours.
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1. SC1003BK
Scriptura Ballpoint Pen

3

Contemporary exclusive twist action design metal ballpoint
pen presented in a matching lacquered Scriptura gift box.
Supplied with black ink cartridge.

2. SC1018BK
Scriptura Ballpoint Pen Gift Set
Exclusive design flex cover notebook with pen and with
integrated pen loop and business card insert on the inside
of the back cover. An extra booklet is included for making
separate notes. All packed in a Scriptura giftbox.

3. JB1011BK
A5 Florence Journal Book
Made from pebble grain bonded leather with white stitching
and supplied with a 80 page lined pad. Internal card pocket,
pen loop and ribbon page marker.
JB1018REFILL available to purchase
separately.

6
5

4. 8839SL
Pocket Business Card Holder
Metal/silver nickel executive style
pocket business card holder.

5. 1357WD
Tumbling Tower Wood Block
Stacking Game
A classic and exciting tabletop game.
Take turns testing your steadiness of
hand and challenge gravity by pulling
out block by block until the tower
comes crashing down!

6. 9137BK
Dovana Large JournalBook™
Elastic pen loop. Tab and loop
closure. Blue and silver ribbon page
markers. Business card slot. Pen not
included.
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Christmas Gift Ideas

$20 to $25
Great Ideas For
Everyone On Your List

A1009
Office Block AA Emergency Mobile Charger
This handy and playful set will give peace of mind
by giving you extra charge if your phone runs out
of power. All components connect together to allow
the user to build & play. Can be used as a phone
stand. Batteries not included. Available in 2 colours

FID1009BK
ifidelity Blurr Bluetooth Earbuds
These wireless earbuds provide premium sound while
complimenting a free lifestyle. Lose your cord and
enjoy your activities as they were meant to be enjoyed.
Perfect for the gym, the slopes, travel or the office.
Avoid tangled cords with this fashionable design and
up to 6 hours of play back time. Make and receive calls
with the built-in mic..

7693SL
Greedo Bluetooth Speaker
Enjoy exceptional sound in the aluminium
casing Greedo Bluetooth Speaker. With the
build-in microphone, Greedo will allow you
to conference call on-the-go through your
smartphone. The Greedo will allow you to
control your music and volume directly
from the device. Bluetooth working range
is 10 meters (33 feet). Includes Mini USB to
USB charging cable and 3.5mm audio cable.
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Power Journal Gift Combo
Each Combo is available in Black, Blue, Red & Silver.
Presented in a custom made 2 piece gift box with foam
insert this combo is an impressive and practical gift

1. 7701 Jolt Charger
This battery charger has an 2,200 mAh internal battery
with enough life to fully charge an iPhone, giving you
about 8 hours of additional talk time.

2. 627 Grobisen Series Twist Action Pen
Metal twist action ballpoint pen. Supplied with black ink.

3. 9196 Ambassador Bound JournalBook™
Built-in elastic closure and ribbon marker. Includes
80 sheets of lined paper.

Nova Power Journal Gift Combo
Each Combo is available in Black, Blue, Red & Silver.
Presented in a custom made 2 piece gift box with foam
insert this combo is an impressive and practical gift

1. 7701 Jolt Charger
This battery charger has an 2,200 mAh internal battery
with enough life to fully charge an iPhone, giving you
about 8 hours of additional talk time.

2. 6012 Danley Ballpoint Pen
Combining a good solid feel with surprisingly affordable
pricing, this simple metal ballpoint pen helps you make
your mark without leaving a hole in your budget.

3. JB1008 Nova Bound JournalBook™
Smooth, hard cover A5 journal with built-in elastic closure. Includes 96 sheets of lined white coloured paper.
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1071WD
LED Display Clock
This LED display wooden clock is perfect for any desk, table
or night stand. The clock displays the time, calendar, alarm
and temperature. You are able to save up to 3 different alarms.
Includes three AAA batteries.

SC1001BK
Scriptura Gift Set
Timeless gift set featuring a
classic twist action ballpoint
pen and notebook with
contrast colour stitching.
Packed in a Scriptura gift
box.

MM1022
Marksman 30” Halo Umbrella
Exclusive design black umbrella
with fibreglass ribs, metal
shaft and rubber coated
plastic handle. Available
in 2 colours.

3. SB1007
48” Auto Close Inversion Umbrella
Innovative inverted folding design: opens
and closes ’’inside-out’’making it easier
to use when entering and exiting a vehicle
and keeping the water contained and outer
surfaces dry. The umbrella can stand on its
own when closed allowing the water to drain
out to dry. Auto closing with push button
pinch-proof runner. Dual layer pongee
canopy. Available in 2 colours.
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1. TK1016
Trekk™ Expandable Mega Cooler
Made from wash wrinkled polyester
material. Aluminium insulated main
zippered compartment. Adjustable/
detachable shoulder strap, Velcro carry
handles, front slip pocket, side expanding
snap domes. Approx. 25 litres capacity.
Available in 2 colours.

2. AZ1010GY
Arctic Zone® 18 Can Cooler
Heavy-duty materials make the Workman’s
Pro Series ideal for the toughest job.
Zippered main compartment holds up to
18 cans. Open front pocket with velcro flap
closure. Adjustable padded shoulder strap.
Ultra Safe leak-proof PEVA lining.

4. 7815BK
Cooler Seat
Great for the outdoors. A cooler that is a
seat as well. Can support up to 90Kgs and
holds up to 24 cans. Insulated liner. Ultra
portable folds completely flat for storage.
Manufactured from 600D Polycanvas.

1
2

3

1. 793BK
BBQ Multi Tool
The ultimate BBQ 5-in-1 multi tool
companion for the home or outdoors.
Featuring stainless steel grill spatula,
meat fork and silicone basting brush
swing out from the handle. Other side
of handle offers corkscrew, wine lever
plus an integrated bottle opener. Swing
spatula open and slide two halves of
multi-tool apart to separate.

2. TK1017GY
Trekk™ Deluxe Multi Tool
This multi-tool will get you out of most
situations with 9 functions as well as a
handy carry pouch. Made from anodised
high grade stainless steel and includes
long & standard pliers, wine cutter, large
& medium slotted screwdriver, Large &
small knife, phillips screwdriver & saw.
Supplied with nylon carry pouch &
presented in a Trekk™ gift box.

3. TK1034WD
Trekk Multi Tool with Wood
Finish
This 12 function multi tool is made
from stainless steel with wood look
finish. Supplied in a craft paper, wood
look Trekk giftbox. Keep this tool
handy for all those urgent jobs.

4

4. 1423WD
Cheese Set
Three piece set made from rubber wood
and supplied in a white gift box.

5

5. TK1027SL
Trekk™ Premium MultiTool
Made from high grade stainless steel
with matt silver finish. This multi tool is
12 tools in 1 product including pliers, saw,
knifes, phillip & flat head screw drivers,
bottle openers & files. Packed in a Trekk
gift box.
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1. 5262
Mega Copper Vacuum
Insulated Bottle
This bottle is double wall 18/8 grade stainless steel
with vacuum insulation. Inner wall is plated with
copper for ultimate conductivity. 760ml capacity.
Available in 3 colours.

5. 4089
Norse Copper Vacuum Insulated Bottle
5
With this innovative cork look, screw-on lid design, your next
promotion will be sure to stand out. Durable, double-wall
stainless steel vacuum construction with copper insulation.
The construction also prevents condensation on the outside
of the bottle and the lid is spill resistant. Fits most standard
car cup holders. 590ml capacity. Available in 2 colours.

2. 4074
Hugo Auto-Seal Copper
Vacuum Insulated Bottle
Durable, double-walled 18/8 stainless steel vacuum construction
with copper insulation. Design features auto-sealing method for
easy opening and a more comfortable drinking experience.
Available in 4 colours.

4

3. TK1018WH
Trekk Stainless Drink Bottle
Built to last! Rugged construction and double walled to keep liquid
cool. Made from 18/8 grade stainless steel. Rubberised lid, sipper and
straw with carabiner handle. Supplied in a black Trekk presentation
box. 700ml capacity.

4. 4076
Valhalla Copper Vacuum Mug
With the on-trend, cork featured handle design, your next promotion will be sure
to stand out. Durable, double-wall stainless steel vacuum construction with copper
insulation. 470ml capacity. Available in 2 colours.
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5043
Rush 15” Computer Backpack
This computer backpack is designed not only
to protect your 15 inch laptop, but also hold
all your daily essentials, whether that is for
business or school. Large front pocket
organiser with pen and card sleeves,
quick-access top pocket. Main compartment
with padded laptop pocket and tablet sleeve.
Available in 2 colours.

5174CA
Graphite Deluxe 15’’Computer Backpack
Stylish backpack offers on trend looks with exceptional value. Zippered main
compartment with padded laptop sleeve holds up to a 15.6’’ computer, dedicated
iPad/tablet pocket with room for all your other business essentials. Two large front
zippered pockets. The two front pockets also offer flexible decorating locations.
Side water bottle pocket. Top grab handle. Adjustable padded backpack straps.

EL009BK
Elleven™ Utility Kit
Zippered main compartment with U-shaped
opening. Front velcro pocket. Two side
zippered pockets. Elastic shock cord on
exterior side pocket for additional storage.
Interior includes zippered mesh pocket and
deluxe organisation in the form of multiple
pockets and elastic dividers. Metal hook
hanging feature for convenience. Top grab
handle for easy carry. Signature Elleven
lining and hardware. Main compartment
capacity is approximately 6 litres.
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Christmas Gift Ideas

$25 to $35
Great Ideas For
Everyone On Your List

7779BK
Brick Outdoor Waterproof Bluetooth Speaker
Enjoy your favorite music regardless of your location. Take the
Brick outdoor speaker with you to the pool, on your hike, or to
your next house party. The 6 Watt output is capable of filling any
location with quality sound. The Brick has a waterproof rating of
IPX6. Includes Micro USB Charging Cable and carabineer clip.

6165BK
USB Smart Charger
This 4 port USB charger is perfect to charge
multiple devices concurrently. It has a handy
cover for the USB ports which folds down to
act as a phone or tablet stand.

HS1009CA
High Sierra® Maverick Copper Vacuum Bottle
Double-wall, copper vacuum insulated, stainless
steel construction. Keeps drinks hot for 12 hours and
cold for48 hours. Built-in comfort paracord carry
handle.High Sierra® branding laser etched on bottle
and molded into the chrome plate on lid.
600ml capacity.
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1. 1414CL
Glass Coffee & Tea Set

2. 1424CL
Lane Carafe and Glass Set

3. 1780CL
Wine Glass Set

This set of two double-walled coffee and
tea glasses have a 300ml capacity and are
packed in a black two-part gift box. Hand
wash only.

Lane carafe with 2 drinking glasses. Carafe
with narrow design and cork lid. The capacity
of the carafe is 1 L. Contains 2x200 ml glasses.

Two piece wine glass set with waiters friend.
This set is beautifully boxed in a black two
piece gift box with foam insert. 450ml
capacity.
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1. 1781CL
Pilsner Beer Glass Set
Two piece Pilsner glass set with opener.
Supplied in a classy two part black gift
box with foam insert. 350ml capacity.

2. 1782CL
Wine Glass Set

2

Two piece wine glass set with waiters
friend. Supplied in a classy two part gift
box with foam insert. 430ml capacity.

3. 1735
Ice Bucket
The ultimate clear acrylic multi purpose
bucket. Perfect for two bottles of wine or
can be used as a hamper basket or fruit bowl.

3

3
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1. TK1019BK
Trekk Oil Canvas Wine Bag

2. FC1004GY
Field & Co Hudson Craft
Cooler

3. 796WD
Cheese Board Set

4. 1402WD
Cheese Board Set

Manufactured from oil canvas this
fully insulated wine bag has a welded
PU interior. Antique fitting & black
PU patch on the front for decoration.
Adjustable shoulder strap and velcro
closure front flap. Large enough to
hold three bottles of wine this bag is
perfect for any BBQ or picnic.

The Field & Co.® Hudson collection
has a gritty, urban look and feel with
a modern functional design. Can also
be used to carry wine or beer bottles
or can be used as an everyday lunch
cooler. A removable divider helps
prevent bottles from breaking, or let
you load up cans or anything else
you want to keep cold.

This five piece cheese set has a
rubber wood cheese board with
three knives and a waiters friend.
Supplied in a recycled card boad
box.

This laminated cheese board is made
from bamboo and comes with three
stainless steel cheese slicing utensils.
Packaged in a two part gift box.
Includes cheese slicer, cheese knife
and hard cheese knife.
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5400BK
Cape May Picnic Cooler
Cooler can also detach from aluminium framing. 19mm handle
drop height. Insulated PEVA lining. Main compartment capacity
is approximately 21 litres.

4274BK
20 Can Backpack Cooler
The 20 Can Backpack Cooler is designed
for those always on the go. This backpack cooler features
a padded back panel and comfortable backpack straps
for easy carrying. Grab and go with the removable,
adjustable shoulder strap with shoulder pad. This
cooler is heat sealed and features PEVA lining.
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1. 750
Picnic Rug
Perfect picnic accessory acrylic rug with
PVC waterproof backing, velcro closure
and carry handle. Available in 3 colours.
600D polyester front flap perfect for
logo decoration.

2. 7854BK
Picnic Rug in Carry Bag
Waterproof backing and easy storage makes
this rug perfect for picnics. Carry bag with
carry handle and outside zippered pocket.

2

3. 4251BL
Jacquard Picnic Rug
The perfect picnic companion. Made
from soft jacquard polyester fabric with
waterproof PEVA backing. Supplied in
a navy and clear carry bag with carry
handle.

4. 4277
Beach Towel
Manufactured from 100% cotton with a
440gsm terry finish. This deluxe beach towel
has a decoration panel at both ends perfect
to present any logo or message. Available in
2 colours.

3

4
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2. 795BK
3 Piece Stainless Steel BBQ
Set
Comes with spatula, fork and tongs
made from high grade stainless steel
and comfortable silicon grips. The
zippered carry bag is made from
polyester and internal elastic holders
for the utensils.

MM1018
Marksman 23” Square
Automatic Umbrella
Automatic opening exclusive design
black and silver umbrella with
fibreglass ribs and shaft, packed in a
non woven Marksman gift pouch. Made
from black and blue Pongee polyester
material. Available in 2 colours.

SB1008
Expanding Auto Open
Umbrella
Automatic opening umbrella featuring
expanding frame. Umbrellas is the same size
as a more compact fashion umbrella when
closed at just 32’’ high, but using a special
frame expands open to a full size 58’’golf size
umbrella. Features colourised vented canopies
that expand as the umbrella opens.
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1. 9018BK
Leather Travel Wallet
Travel wallet finished in split leather with sections
for credit cards, money and passport.

3
™

2. TK1022SL
Trekk Tool in Box
16 tools in all. Stainless steel multi tool in black
and platinum plating supplied in a nylon pouch
and matching multi-function pocket tool. Both
functional tools are supplied in a black two part
gift box with EVA moulded insert.

3. CB1009BK
Cutter & Buck® Performance Travel Wallet
Very stylish travel accessory. Open main compartment
for storing all travel documents. Multiple pockets for
passport, tickets, itinerary, credit cards and business
cards. Black leather. Two large side pockets for
currency. Flap over protection pocket secures credit
cards and currency. Quick-access front pocket for
passports and documents. Includes 1-piece Cutter &
Buck® gift box

4

4. 5182BK
Top Sail 12oz Cotton Canvas Duffel
This durable cotton duffel makes the perfect
gym or weekend getaway companion. The
Top Sail 12oz Cotton Canvas Duffel features a
zippered main compartment and a removable,
adjustable shoulder strap.
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5044BK
Stark Tech 15.6 inch Computer Backpack
The Zippered main compartment has a padded laptop sleeve
and elastic organiser band to hold your mobile accessories,
including power banks and cables.

EV1008BK
Elevate Milton Travel Bag
Exclusive design large travel bag with adjustable
shoulder strap. 2 large side compartments, big
front zipped compartment and zipped pocket on
top. Made from 600D polyester and 600D ripstop
polyester.

5161BK
Summit TSA 15’’ Computer Backpack
TSA-friendly laptop compartment allows for increased speed and convenience
through airport security. Holds most 15’’ laptops. Main spacious zippered
compartment. Rear trolley handle pass-through.

5143BK
Summit Checkpoint-Friendly
Computer-Case
Unique design lets you keep laptop in compu-brief.
The laptop-only section unfolds to lay flat on the
X-ray belt to increase your speed, convenience,
and security. Holds most 15’’ laptops. Front zippered
compartment contains interior file divider. Front
compartment for mobile phone with headphone
port. Earphone and mobile and computer not
included.

5150BK
Summit Checkpoint-Friendly
Compu-Case
TSA-friendly laptop compartment allows
for increased speed and convenience
through airport security. Holds most 15
inch laptops. Rear trolley pass through.
Made from 600D polycanvas.
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1. 9148BK
Brigadier A5 Refill Leather Journal
Padfolio
Bonded leather with stud closure internal card
slots and pen loop. Pen not included.
JB1018REFILL available to purchase separately.

2. SC1017BK
Scriptura Pattern Notebook
Giftset

2

Exclusive design Scriptura imitation
leather notebook gift set including
a ballpoint pen and an A5 size
notebook.

3. 9078BK
A4 Zippered Compendium

A very stylish and versatile
PU compendium with silver
stitching. Features include
zipper closure, internal
gusseted pocket, internal
zippered pocket, 2 pen
loops, business card
holders and comes with
a spiral lined note pad
which inserts from the
side. Pens not included.

3

4. 898BK
Renaissance Zippered
Bonded Leather Padfolio
Zippered closure. Interior organiser
with gusseted file pocket, business
cards, calculator & front pockets.
Pen & calculator not included.
Made from bonded leather exterior.

4
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Christmas Gift Ideas

$35 to $50
Great Ideas For
Everyone On Your List

9213BK
The Power Journal
The ultimate travel companion. This versatile
journal portfolio comes with a built in 4000mAh
lithium polymer battery to charge your devices
on the go. Featres a battery capacity display, and
a phone/tablet stand. The unit is supplied with
a journal pad. Pen & USB’s not included.

9212BK
The Power Passport Holder
The ultimate travel companion. This versatile passport wallet
comes with a built in 4000mAh lithium polymer battery to
charge your devices on the go. Also supplied with a charging
cable to charge most phones and tablets, and battery capacity
display on the back. Pen & USB’s not included.

4091BK
Soundwave Copper Vacuum Audio Bottle
The Soundwave audio bottle blasts your favourite soundtrack to keep
you motivated and supports conference calls for easy, hands-free mobile
answering system. Screw-on lid with a built-in, light-up, Bluetooth speaker
which is completewith flashing LED lights to provide hours of on-the-go
entertainment. 650ml capacity.

PB1003WH
Constant 10000 mAh Wireless
Power Bank w/Display
The Constant 10,000 mAh Wireless
Power Bank has a rechargeable lithium
polymer battery which could work as a
charging pad or a regular power bank
with LED display to show remaining
capacity percentage.
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1. 1790BK
Wine Gift Box

2. 9083BK
Bonded Leather Wine
Carrier

3. TK1029BK
Trekk Large Wine and
Cooler Bag

4. 9936BK
Wine Glass Set

Make an impression when giving a
bottle of wine as a gift. Supplied
with two wine glasses with a foam
cut internal where you can add your
own bottle of wine. Wine
not included.

Two bottle wine carrier made from
bonded leather with suede interior
and supplied in a black two-part gift
box. Features stylish silver stitching,
suede lining, adjustable metal carry
handle. Wine not included.

Manufactured from oil canvas this
insulated cooler bag has a welded
PU interior and large capacity to
carry up to 6 bottles of wine or your
picnic items when you need to keep
them cool.

This set of four wine glasses comes
beautifully boxed in a black two
pieces gift box with foam insert.
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1. AZ1006BK
Arctic Zone® 24 Can Workmans Pro
Cooler

2. 1750CL
Party Tub

3. TK1035GY
Trekk Waterproof Cooler
Backpack

Heavy duty materials make the workman’s pro
cooler ideal for the toughest job. Zippered main
compartment holds up to 24 cans. Unique hard
hinge opening reminiscent of a tool bag. Open
front pocket with velcro flap closure and side
mesh pocket. Front daisy chain detail and
water-resistant bottom. Ultra safe leak-proof
PEVA lining.

This large acrylic tub is the perfect
item to keep multiple bottles cool
for entertaining. Useful hamper gift
to fill the tub with all your favourite
items. Wine Bottles not included.

The Trekk Waterproof Cooler Backpack
is made from PVC Tarpaulin fabric with
a white PEVA lining. Heat welded seams.
Insulated main compartment. Water & dirt
resistant for easy cleaning. Detachable/
adjustable shoulder straps. Roll top with
quick release buckle clip. 15 litres capacity.
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1. 4260GY
Two Person Picnic Bag

2

Manufactured from 600D
woven polyester, this bag
has an insulated main
compartment and front
pocket. Includes 2 plates,
wine glasses, cutlery, napkins,
salt & pepper shakers.

2. TK1014BL
Trekk™ Compact Two Person
Picnic Backpack
This classicaly stylish backpack
picnic set is perfect for 2 people
on the move looking for the out
of the way place for a picnic.
Includes 2 plates and wine
glasses, salt & pepper shakers,
utensils, napkins and a cheese
knife. Made from polyester wash
wrinkled material and insulated
aluminium lining.

1

3. 4245
Beach Towels
5

Deluxe striped jacquard beach
towel made from 100% cotton and
500gsm velour one side and terry
towelling on the other.

4. 7860BK
Large Picnic Rug
Acrylic rug with waterproof
backing and easy storage
makes this rug perfect for
picnics. Built-in carry bag
with carry handle and front
pocket.

4

5. AZ1014BK
Arctic Zone® Titan Deep
Freeze®
Lunch Cooler. Features Deep
Freeze™ insulation, Therma-Flect®
radiant barrier, stain resistant
Rhino-Tech®. Poly Micro Ripstop
with PEVA Mesh material.
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1. TK1003BK
Trekk™ Duffel

2. FC1003GY
Field & Co Hudson 21’’
Weekender Duffel Bag

3. FC1002GY
Field & Co.™ 20 inch Duffel

4. EV1007BK
Elevate Milton 15.4”
Laptop Outdoor Backpack

This large capacity duffel bag is
made from modern Dobby material
and is customised with Trekk zip
pullers and branding. It has a large
single internal compartment and the
zippered front pocket contains an
organiser. This duffel is perfect for
those who like to carry a little more.

The Hudson duffel makes the perfect
weekend getaway bag with it’s large
main compartment, dedicated shoe
compartment and zippered front
organizer pocket. Exterior slash
pocket lets you drop in everything
you need quick access to, or to store
your water bottle.

Made of cotton canvas, features a
large main compartment and unique
Field & Co.™ details. Vinyl accents,
front zippered pocket and durable
handles. Sides can clip down when
you are carrying less, or you can
unclip the sides when the bag is fully
stuffed. Also features trolley passthrough.

Exclusive design backpack with 2
main zipped compartments, small
front zipped pocket. Backpack can
store your 15.4 inch laptop in a padded compartment with a extra pocket to store a 10 inch tablet. The front
compartment has an organisation
pocket. Made from 600D polyester
and 600D ripstop polyester.
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2 Pack Gift Set
All it Needs is a Bow

1. GIFTBOX1008
2 Pack Gift Box

1

Made in a gloss black finish with
an internal foam base this box has
a cut out that allows logos to be
seen. Suitable for models: 4078,
4090 & 4086.

2. 5175BK
Abby 15’’ Computer Backpack
The Abby 15’’ Computer Backpack is
comfortable and durable. This everyday
backpack features a tarpaulin bottom
and webbing hook on front for easy
grab. Get an updated look with the high
quality printed material as well as the
printed interior lining.

2

3. SC1012BK
Scriptura Ballpoint Pen Gift
Set
For a subtle different take on
black, this exclusively designed
pair of metal ballpoint and rollerball pens are finished in printed
carbon fibre. Packed in a Scriptura
gift box and including a quality
protective pouch.

UltraColour
Weeded Transfer
www.niconcept.com.au

4. CB1007BR
Cutter & Buck® Travel Wallet
Genuine saddle grain leather, open
front pocket, interior pockets for
passport, travel documents and
currency. Velcro closure on pocket. Five business card slits and
pen loop. Supplied in a one piece
Cutter & Buck® gift box. Pen not
included.
™

3
4
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Christmas Gift Ideas

Over $50
Great Ideas For
Everyone On Your List

4 Pack Gift Set
All it Needs is a Bow

4086
Glacier Copper Vacuum Tumbler

4078
Neo Vacuum Insulated Cup

GIFTBOX1007
4 Pack GIft Box
Manufactured with a gloss black finish this gift box is designed to
hold 4 tumblers. With two cut outs it allows your logo to be seen
from either side of the box. Suitable for models: 4078, 4090 & 4086.

4090
Corzo Copper Vacuum Insulated Cup

FID1010BK
ifidelity True Wireless Bluetooth Earbuds
The ifidelity True Wireless Bluetooth Earbuds
are the future of Bluetooth earbuds. As you see,
there is no wire connecting the earbuds. Making
them true wireless earbuds. The carrying case
also doubles as a charging station.
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1
Top part of the speaker is a
wireless charging powerbank.

3
SHOWCASE YOUR LOGO
The light up front circular panel is
perfect for showcasing your logo.

4

LOGO

1. 7778BK
Rugged Fabric Waterproof
Speaker

2. 7792WH
Braavos Wireless Charging
True Wireless Earbuds

Enjoy your favorite music regardless
of your location!! The ten watt output
(2 x 5W) and digital sound processor
is capable of filling any location with
quality sound. The Rugged Fabric
Waterproof Outdoor Bluetooth
Speaker has a waterproof rating of
IPX6. Which means it can be left in a
rain storm or fall into a body of water
without any damage being done.

The future of Bluetooth earbud.
There is no wire connecting the
earbuds. The carrying case also
doubles as a powerbank for your
earbuds. The powercase can be
charged wirelessly via a wireless
charging pad or with the included
Micro USB Cable.

3. 9214BK
Wire Power Journal
Made from thermo PU and comes
with wireless phone charging
stations outside and inside the front
cover. Input and output 5V 2A and
wireless output 5V 1A . Supplied in
a black gift box. The light up front
circular panel is perfect for
showcasing your logo.

4. 7790BK
Bluetooth Speaker Clock
w Wireless Charging
This Bluetooth speaker is perfect for
the office or home. The 2 x 3 Watt
output of the speaker produces
crystal clear sound. Capable of
charging any wireless charging
compatible device. The built in 4000
mAh battery can charge your phone
wirelessly while you listen to your
favorite song!
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TK1031WD
Trekk Wicker Basket
This is the ultimate picnic basket. It has
a large cooler section with a leather look
carry strap. The timber lid can be used as
a cheese or cutting board.

TK1032BK
Trekk Cooler Seat Picnic Set

4263GY
Four Person Picnic Bag

This handy seat can be carried as
a backpack, has an insulated cooler
section and a two person picnic set with
plates, cutlery, bottle opener, cutting
board and glasses.

Manufactured from 600D polyester
with insulated main compartment this
backpack comes with a four person
picnic set.
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1. 4281KH
Deluxe Canvas Bib Apron

2. 7691BK
Boulder Waterproof Outdoor
Bluetooth Speaker

3. 7819NY
Folding Picnic Chair
Navy Blue

4. TK1028BK
Oversized Folding Chair
Black

Manufactured from heavy duty
waxed canvas with leather trim.
With convenient pockets to hold
your utensils this apron is perfect
for the kitchen, BBQ or behind
the bar.

Enjoy your favourite music
regardless of your location. The
6 Watt output and Digital Sound
Processor is capable of filling any
location with quality sound. The
Boulder has a waterproof rating of
IP66. Includes Micro USB Charging
Cable. Bluetooth working range is
10 meters (33 feet).

With metal frame, drink holder
& convenient carry bag. Padded
sections for comfort.
Recommended max weight of
130kg. Steel tube frame with silver
powder coated, made from 600D
polyester fabric and PVC coated.

This extra-wide, extra-strong
folding chair is ideal for a long
day on the sidelines or enjoying
a drink by the grill. With an extra
sturdy steel frame and durable
600D fabric. Folds compactly in
the included carry bag.
Some assembly required.
Recommended max weight of
150Kgs.
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1. 4247GY
Picnic Carry Bag

2. TK1023BR
Trekk Picnic Rug

The ultimate picnic set. This
innovative design comes with a
folding metal frame, two insulated
cooler sections and a complete picnic set. Supplied flat packed for easy
transportation.

This country inspired rugged picnic
rug is made from an oily canvas
backing, tartan material front, two
closure straps and front pocket for
storage.

3. AZ1012WH
Arctic Zone® Deep Freeze®
24 Can Cooler
This cooler holds ice for up to 2
days and can easily accommodate
more than a day’s worth of food and
drinks. It features SuperFoam® high
performance insulation with Therma-Flect® radiant barrier to keep
contents cold and an Ultra Safe®
leak proof, easy clean lining.

4. AZ1003GY
Arctic Zone® 50 Can Cooler
IceCOLD performance insulation
plus Therma-Flect radiant barrier.
Easy access lid and zippered front
pocket. Padded carry handles.
Foldable detachable cart with
retractable handle. Capacity plus,
holds up to 50 cans.
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1. EL003
Elleven™ Checkpoint-Friendly
Compu-Backpack
This exclusive design has a designated
laptop-only section that unfolds to lay
flat on the X-ray belt to increase your
speed, convenience and security.
(Pens, Laptop & other devices shown are not
included)

2. EL018BK
Elleven™ Motion Compu Backpack
This exclusive design packs all the
organisation you could ever need in
a compact design without sacrificing
functionality and comfort. Padded back
and straps for extra comfort. Back panel
designed to slip over trolley handles.
Complies with domestic carry on
baggage allowances.

3. EL002BK
Elleven™ Wheeled
Compu-Backpack
Main zippered compartment includes
TSA-friendly laptop compartment expediting airport security. Holds most 17”
laptops. File dividers and earbud port
access. Zippered media pocket.
Telescoping handle and inline wheels.
Complies with domestic carry on
baggage allowances.
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TK1024BK
Trekk Backpack
Laptop-only section folds flat on the
X-ray belt to increase your speed through
security. Side-entry laptop compartment
holds most 15’’ laptops. Zippered main
compartment with interior file dividers
and accessory pockets. Padded handle
and adjustable padded shoulder straps.
Integrated rear trolley handle.

EL024BK
Elleven Rutter TSA 17’’
Computer Backpack
Incorporates executive looks with modern
technological and travel needs. Fits most 17”
laptops in padded rear computer compartment
while the main compartment includes a file
divider and dedicated iPad/tablet pocket.
Zippered top nylex-lined pocket fits your
iPhone or other smartphone.

ZM1010BK
Zoom® Power Stretch Compu-Backpack
The solution for those that stretch the limits of mobile tech.
Main compartment features padded laptop sleeve that fits
most 17” laptop computers. Also allows you to charge your
power block without having to remove it from the bag. Rear
adjustable straps and trolley pass-through.
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1. HS1008BK
High Sierra Business 17’’ Computer
Backpack

2. HS1002BK
High Sierra Swerve Big Wig 17”
Compu-Backpack

3. CB1008BK
Cutter & Buck® A4 Zippered
Compendium

Features a padded, lined and
dedicated compartment to protect your
17 inch laptop. Main compartment has
huge capacity and includes a padded
and dedicated tablet sleeve, a lined
valuables pocket and a front zippered
compartment with an organisational
panel and a key fob.

Large multi-compartment design.
Cushion Zone™ padded computer
compartment with frame sheet
protects most 17 inch laptops. Organiser
compartments with mesh pocket, pen
pockets and key fob.

Genuine Nappa leather A4 zippered
compendium, open front pocket,
organiser includes gusseted file pocket,
3 pen loops, USB flash drive loop, 4
business card holders, PDA & phone
holder and organisation pocket.
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EL023BK
Elleven Evolve 15’’ Computer Messenger
Made from durable ballistic material, the elleven Evolve was designed
to go where you go. The Evolve is your classic everyday messenger.
Perfect for daily commutes, no matter how you get to work, but with
enough storage and organisation that makes it great for a long trip.

EL025BK
elleven™ Arc 21’’ Travel Duffel
The elleven Arc 21” Travel Duffel transitions from sport to
travel with ease. Subtle reflective accents keep you safe
at night. Wherever you’re going, this is your go-to bag. It
includes a cleverly integrated vented center shoe pocket,
front and side zippered pockets and an interior zippered
storage pocket.

EL011BK
Elleven™ 22” Duffel
Zippered main compartment with U-shaped opening.
Front top media pocket with earbud port. Handles
made of durable webbing with comfortable handle
wrap. Padded, detachable, adjustable shoulder strap.
Signature Elleven lining and hardware.
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1. HS1005BK
High Sierra® Colossus 26’’
Drop Bottom Duffel Bag

2. EL020BK
Elleven™ 26” Wheeled Duffel

3. HS1007BK
High Sierra® 22’’ Switch
Blade Sport Duffel Bag

4. CB1014GY
Cutter & Buck® 19’’ Cotton
Weekender Duffel

The Colossus has a large lined
interior that is easy to clean. Two
zippered lined compartments roll
up when not in use (one features grommets for ventilation).
Zippered front accessory pocket.
Hidden backpack straps with
Vapel™ mesh padding are stored
behind bottom panel.

Features a zippered main compartment with U-shaped opening,
front top nylex-lined media pocket, large zippered front pocket
with removable Tech Trap organiser panel and pocket organiser.
The two large gusseted pockets
include an extended interior shoe
pocket, telescopic handle and
inline skate wheels.

High Sierra sports duffel bag with
a large main compartment with
U-shaped opening. Mesh wet
compartment rolls up when not in
use. Zippered front pocket. Elastic
shock cord and large clip for
attaching extra gear. Adjustable
shoulder strap. End media pocket
with headphone port.

The Cutter & Buck VIP Cotton
Weekender Duffel just made
going away easier. Organise your
belongings in the large zippered
main compartment or in the zippered back inside pocket. Carry
this duffel with the adjustable,
removable padded shoulder strap,
or attach it to your luggage handle with the back trolley sleeve.
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